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Sub:  Web Platform and Community Building  

for Flexigidity®: The Secret of Jewish Adaptability 

Concept Paper and Request for Grant 

General  

I am submitting this request for a grant in the sum of $106,000 in order to build a 

unique web platform and to develop a community of contributors that will support 

and develop the vision of Jewish Flexigidity. In Flexigidity, I have set to layout a 

framework for understanding the complexity of the Jewish people, to gain insights 

into our systemic strengths and weakness because I believe such insights can prove 

integral to our continued survival, security, prosperity and leadership.  

The objective is to facilitate broad substantive engagement with the theme of Jewish 

adaptability.  

Background 

The keystone of the Flexigidity Project is the forthcoming book Flexigidity: the 

Secret of Jewish Adaptability intended to be published within a few months. In a 

nutshell, the book offers a unique, concise and systemic framework for 

understanding the secret and mechanisms of Jewish survival, security, prosperity 

and leadership during two thousand years of Diaspora, their relevance to the State of 

Israel and the challenges and opportunities they pose to Israeli society and to Jewish 

leadership at large. It ends with a call for ‘flexigid leadership’ characterized 

primarily by its framing within the broader picture of Jewish history and society.  

The purpose of the Flexigidity Project, since inception, has extended far beyond 

publishing a great book. Its objective is to generate global mass-deliberation and 

engagement among Jewish leadership and readership across denominations 

regarding its themes – such as mission, law, community, language, place, 

membership, unity and adversity, leadership, idealism and realism – which are all 

central to Judaism. The book is also potentially relevant to non-Jewish 

constituencies, who seek to understand and engage with the Jewish world.  

This vision shaped the structure and content of the text, in a way that differentiates it 

from traditional books. In other words, the text was designed not only to inform the 

reader, but also to serve as a platform for global Jewish learning, deliberation and 

content-creation. Inspired by the structure of a page of the Talmud, every paragraph 

is numbered and has one idea captured in one bold sentence in order to allow for  

precise engagement. Also, the language of the book was designed to ensure its 

palpability among all of these constituencies. 
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Key Features of the Web Platform 

As mentioned, my vision is to create mass-deliberation on the subject of Jewish 

Flexigidity and on the secret of Jewish adaptability, which will span the world and 

engage people of all denominations and of all ages. Therefore, the key features of 

the web-platform I would like to create are the following: 

• The web platform will allow for substantive feedback, adding insights and 

links to additional sources. The organization of these contributions will be 

inspired by the architecture of a Talmud page;   

• The web platform will have a visual layer adding photographic and cinema-

graphic text;  

• Communities of deliberation: The web-platform will facilitate group-

discussions. This feature will be particularly useful and relevant to educators, 

and to peer groups such as Wexner, ROI and Hillel;  

• The web-platform will for the creation of new knowledge about the systemic 

nature of Jewish society by highlighting additional relations among different 

elements within and in addition to the existing framework of flexigidity; 

• The web-platform will allow for the placement of leadership initiatives and 

organizations within the broader context of Jewish society, history and future.  

Community-Building Effort  

Upon the e-publication of the book and the launch of the web-platform, a 

community-building effort will take place by actively engaging people to participate 

in the Flexigidity conversation. A strategy toward that end already exists.  

Needs and Budget 

Thus far, the Flexigidity Project has been carried out on a shoe string with many 

personal funds invested in it. The requested funding in the sum of $106,000 includes 

the following: 

- Platform cost (including design and 9-month maintenance) ~$15,000 

- Strategy for Community-bldg costs for 12 months  ~$40,000 

- Content & engagement (Josh Gottesman) (12 months)  ~$36,000 

- Future platform upgrade       ~$15,000 

 

End.  


